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WHEN MAINE MET NEW HAMPSHIRE last week, in the second home football game of the 1946 season,
the tables were turned. In 1903, the first tilt between the two neighbor universities,
Maine plowed through New Hampshire and ran up a score of 27 to 0. This last time, New Hampshire plowed
through Maine, and the score favored the visitors 27 to 0. Before a crowd of
5500, according to published estimates, the two teams stood in preparatory order at the first quarter, and
Knobby Dowd per usual held the ball. Behind the bench, Mayor John Goff stands in
line in tails and megaphone with the Maine cheerleaders. WLBZ broadcast the game from the press-boo
th up on top of the stands. Unusual and outstanding feature of the past two games
is the walky-talky used between the bench and the press-box.
—From Photo by Newhall.

Singers Met Hello!
Under Se!wood
Last Tuesday

In a tabulation by the staff,
measuring a coincidental sample of students walking near
the bookstore, the following results were found to be true
about the use of the Maine
"Hello":
Men Women
"Helloed" first
5
5
"helloed" after
spoken to
22
12
Didn't "Hello"
at all
11
12

Yearbook Staff
Is Announced

Dr. Karl Namlo_ro,
World Diplomat,
r
Spoke Last Friday
The first appointments to the staff

Dorm Elections
Are Completed
By All Women

A note of optimism regarding the
of the 1948 PRISM have been announced by editor-in-chief Bryce V. Paris Peace Conference was sounded
The opening meeting of the combined
Jean Campbell, Jane Longfellow,
Lambert and business manager Willis here last Friday by Dr. Carl J. Hamglee clubs having taken place last
Yvette
Plent, and Elizabeth Kelso have
bro,
Norwegian
delegate
to
E.
the
Anderson,
United
who were elected to their
Thursday evening, Mr. Se'wood is
been elected to the presidencies of
Nations Organization.
positions last spring.
planning the year's activities with the
Speaking at the University's first as- Balentine, South and North EstaConstance Howe and Ripon Haskell
assistance of the chorus officers.
sembly
in Memorial Gymnasium, the brook Halls, and The Elms respecwill work as co-assistant editors. Other
In the women's section, the president
Norwegian
statesman journalist said tively in balloting during the past
department
heads
include
the followis Arlene Tankle ; secretary-treasurer,
ing: photography editor, James Gar- that in his opinion, the recent argu- week.
Mary Healy; manager, Marguerite
In Balentine, Joan Frye will be
vin, assistant, Louis Lituri ; women's ments between the United States and
Sullivan; social chairman, Caroline
president; Emma Kilburn, secrevice
Russian
delegates,
James
F.
Byrnes
sports editor, Bonnie Andrews; men's
Mitchell ; historian, Mary Marvin; liTotal
tary;
38
Frannie Callen, treasurer; Mary29
and
V.
M.
Molotov,
are
marking
a
new
sports
Leonard
editor,
Plavin
;
fraterbrarian, Anna St. Onge ; publicity man(Of this group, two were freshnity editor, Frank Haines; sorority phase in international relations. He Anne Dineen and Elaine Craig. social
ager, Joan Look.
men, and they spoke first.)
editor, Edith Ann Young; activities stated, "This has been the first time co-chairmen; and Marguerite SulliThe president of the Men's Glee
editors, Jean Campbell and Merle in history that ministers from small van, dining room chairman.
Club is George Griffin; secretaryPolly True will be vice president in
Goff; freshman class editor, Joan and large states could sit at the same
treasurer, Stan Murray; manager,
Frye; sophomore class editor, Don table and speak openly of what is in South Estabrook ; Marguerite Hart,
Dick loom; and librarian, Bob Camsecretary; Florence Bruce, treasurer;
Peterson; junior class editors, Ruth their hearts."
pana.
Arlene Cleven, senior social ciairman
Dr.
Hambro
lauded
Fogler
Secretary
and
Douglas
Johnson; senior
The present number of members,
and Jane Hanson, sophomore social
(Continued on Page Four)
class editors, Margaret Watson and
totaling 78 women and 50 men, is the
chairman.
Will Pierce; publicity, Joan Look.
result of competitive auditions of both
North Estabrook will have Connie
Robert Brown is to be assistant busiold and new members, including many
Thomes
as vice president; Kathryn
ness
manager,
also
in
charge
of circuveterans. Plans are a-foot to re-orThis Friday's Stag Dance will be
Bennett, secretary; Eleanor Mae
ganize the men's chorus as a separate sponsored by the Aggie Club, with lation, and Joe Wedge is advertising
Thompson, treasurer; Jean Cunning(Continued on Page Four)
Jimmy Sprague's Maine Bears fur- manager. It is expected that many
more
appointments will be made in Thursday, October 17
(Continued on Page Four)
nishing the music from 8 to 11 .30 p.m.
the near future, as the need arises.
Combined Glee Clubs-7:00
in Memorial Gymnasium.
Prism Photos
300 Aubert
Aggie Club President Paul Dow has
Members
of
the
junior
and
senior
Band-7
:00—Armory
announced that the major share of the
profits from the dance will be donated classes will soon receive through cam- Friday, October 18
pus mail appointment cards from their
Aggie Club Stag Dance-8:00
A conference of the Maine Area of to the Student Union drive, while the
class
editors telling them when they
Memorial Gym
An intramural debate tourney sponthe Student Christian Movement will remainder will help provide the scholhave
been
scheduled
to
go
to
Ted
NewSaturday,
October 18
sored by the Maine Debating Council
be held at Camp Tanglewood, near arship which goes annually to a deservhall's Studio in Orono for their official
I iiggins vs. J.V.-9:30
will open November 11, with all memCamden, this coming week end, Octo- ing junior student who is voted to have
PRISM
photograph. As soon as pos-Campus Picnic-4:30—M.C.A. bers of the student body eligible,
Off
done
the
most
for
Aggie
the
Club
durexber 19 and 20, with the University of
sible after rushing, fraternity pictures Monday, October 20
cepting present and former varsity deMaine delegation in charge of regis- ing the year past.
Masque Try Outs-7:00—LT
Chaperons for the occasion will be will be arranged for, as well as pictures
baters.
tration and arrangements.
of other groups on campus.
Tuesday, October 21
Prof
Mrs.
.and
Winthrop
C.
Libby
Merle Goff '48 will be chairman of
The question to be debated is: ReSquare Dance Club-7:00—NY. Gym
(Continued on Page Four)
and Prof. Roland Struchteineyer. All
the conference.
solved. That labor should 11.1%e a direct
Orchestra-7:00-17 S.N.
Among the many schools in this department heads in the College of
share in the management of industry.
Wednesday,
October 22
Agriculture
have
invited
been
as
guests
area that will be represented bess les
Teams shall consist of two persons
400 Freshmen Register
Wednesday Morning Services-6:45
Maine are Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, aad
each, and all teams should be prepared
M.C.A. Cabinet-4:45
Brunswick Annex
the University of New Hampshire.
to debate either side of the question.
The former, a student from Den- --Each team will have two ten-minute
Nearly four hundred freshmen
mark, will receive his law degree from
had reported to the Brunswick
Second Masque Tryouts main speeches and two five-minute rethe University of Copenhagen in 1947.
buttals.
annex of the University of Maine
Set For Next Monday
He was active in the resistance moveWcimen's Student Govenment held
at the close of Tuesday's registraPrizes, of a nature to be announced
ment and worked on an underground its first meeting of the year Tuesday, tion, with a like number expected
Final readings for the first Masque later, will be awarded to the winning
paper during the Nazi occupation of October 15, with the newly elected
Wednesday to bring the total figplay will be held on Monday, Oct. 21, and runner-up teams.
his country.
house officers and other members of
ures to approximatdy eight hunat 7:00 in the I.ittle Theatre. FreshAll students who desire to enter this
The Conference will be divided into Stu G Council present.
dred.
men and non-fraternity men and wom- tournament should register their names
four commissions for more specific
Officers of the association are: B. J.
Classes will begin this coming
en will be heard first in order that so- in room 350 Stevens Hall on or before
consideration of the theme. These four Durgin, president; Marit Anderson,
Monday, and on Wednesday, Govrority and fraternity members may November 4. Students should form
commissions are Christian Beliefs, vice president; Alice Fonseca, treasernor Horace Hildreth and naval
attend their meetings and also go to their own teams themselves, but single
Community Responsibility, World Re- urer; Nancy Carter, secretary; and
authorities will perform the formal
the try-outs. Freshman girls will students can register and it is possible
latedness, and Personal Growth.
Peg Googins, assembly chairman.
ceremony of transfer.
have 9:30 permissions.
that partners can be found for them.

Aggie Club Dance
Set For Friday;
Bears Will Play

Campus Calendar

SCM Conference
Meets This Week

Debate Tournament
Planned By Council

WSG Met Tuesday
To Plan For 1946

ID
PS!

At
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Benjamin C. Kent
Tom And Bill Write On Meat,
Awarded Certificate
For Wartime Service Tickets, And Need For Trust OCUMMO
If tty x% ere cartoombtN, we would el itilic and Cultural Organization).

Club Notes
Rec. Room, and every two weeks
thereafter. Dr. Payson Smith will be
guest speaker.
The faculty adviser for I.R.C. this
year is Mr. Robert M. York, a new
member of the History Department.
Clem Vose is president, assisted by
Lois Nicholson, secretary-treasurer,
and Paul McGouldrick, Jr., historian.
All those interested in joining are invited to attend.

Professor Benjamin C. Kent, head of
pencil a cartoon picturing a man sit- This organization is delegated to try OCUMMO, the Off-Campus Men's
the department of engineering drafting,
organization, will hold its first meeting
ting in his home starving to death to unify education throughout the
tonight, Thursday, at 7 p.m. in the
has been awarded a special certificate
with his icebox full. Prominent au- world. If they are successful in this Little Theatre. At
that time, plans
by the War Department in recognition thorities assert that there are 90,000,000
aim, one can be sure that history books for a semi-formal dance and the conof his services during the war in train- head of cattle available at the present
will differ only in language and not templated nursery for the children of
time for America's consumption. As
ing Army Signal Corps personnel.
in
petty grievances sponsored by gov- off-campus students will be discussed.
The certificate reads as follows: the foremost meat producing country
As OCUMMO elections are held in
in the world, we are now under nego- emtnents which tend to pull nations
"The War Department expresses its
the spring, those holding office for the
tiation to draw, for our overseas Army, apart.
present year are as follows: president,
appreciation for patriotic service in a meat from Britain's vastly depleted
Instead of just complaining about William Skolfield ; secretary-treasurer,
position of trust and responsibility to stores. From Washington comes this
one phase of the ticket situation at Earl Engalls; executive committee,
Benjamin C. Kent who gave unselfishly note: You can feed some of the people
football games, here is a little sugges- George Kelly, Joseph Cobb, and WilModern Dance Club began its acof his services and his counsel in the some of the time, but you can't. feed
tion given in all sincerity. Let's make liam Small; social committee, Stanley tivities Wednesday night at the Womtraining of Army Signal Corps per- all of the people all of the time. We
arrangements whereby the students Yonkowski. There are other members en's Gym with a business meeting and
sonnel-1942-1943."
look to politics to provide a temporary may have their wives enter the game
short program.
The certificate was signed by I. T. respite to the situation in order that we with them at the same gate. If this of these committees to be elected.
Officers are Fay Jones, president,
Dr. Spofford Kimball is the faculty
Wyche, Major General, U. S. Army, may have the strength to reach the isn't the solution, we might
suggest
adviser of OCUMMO, and dues are and Elaine Craig, secretary-treasurer.
Commanding First Service Command; polls in November.
that someone give it some thought to
All girls with the rank of A in ModLevi Lutes, Lieutenant General, We are very much impressed with avoid separation of the happy home. one dollar per year payable at the next
meeting.
ern Dance classes are eligible for memU.S.A., Commanding General Army Dr. Carl J. Hambro's talk at the conYou and I have read a great deal
bership. Candidates for membership
Service Forces; and Robert Patterson, vocation last Friday. We might point
about rehabilitation. Although the reare
voted upon for admission by the
Secretary of War.
out the particular portion of Dr. turning men are older in years and
club at the end of each semester.
Hambro's talk dealing with UNESCO experience, please do not use snap
A scavenger hunt this Saturday afWatch for The Pine Needle.
(United Nations Educiational, Sci- judgement while discussing the morals
ternoon will be the first outdoor social
of these men. These men were en- event sponsored
by the Off-Campus
trusted with the welfare of the women Women's organization. All students
Special dances, worked out by the
of the world; let them hold then a are invited, and the group will meet
Square Set, executive group of the
position of trust here of all places. at the MCA building at 4:30 p.m., proSquare Dance Club, were features of
We are the first to admit that there ceeding from there to the MOC cabin
the club program Tuesday evening at
are exceptions to every rule. Let us for a picnic supper and the hunt.
the Women's Gym.
not, however, condemn the majority as
Hot dogs and cold drinks will be
Instructions and calls were amplified
punishment to the so small minority
furnished by the Off-Campus Women, this time through a microphone inwho may be these exceptions. Frankly
but each person attending is asked to stalled for the club. Madeline Duffy
we are disappointed in the attitude
bring ten cents to help defray ex- furnished the music.
taken by a limited number of people
penses.
on this campus.
Assistant President and Mrs.
Theodore Roosevelt has been heard Charles E. Crossland
and Mr. and
to say, "I have always had a horror Mrs. Charles
0. Dirks will chaperon
The Maine Radio Guild, under Presifor words that are not translated into the outing.
dent Ralph Higgins, is planning to
deeds."
start programs for the year beginning
—ToNt STOTLER AND BILL BROWN
the 30th of this month. Members are
already working on scripts. This proThe Newman Club, already well gram will take place at the same time
started in its second year of operation, as last year. 7:30 p.m. every Wedneswill meet next Tuesday, Oct. 29, at day over WLBZ.
7:30
at the Little Theatre for the first
The Placement Bureau, anticipating
The Guild hopes to start tryouts the
evening of the season.
social
that it will have a heavy call for baby22nd of this month.
sitters, is asking that any students who Entertainment will be provided by
wish to make extra money by keeping various student members of the club.
house during the afternoons or eve- Refreshments will be served.
nings leave their names at the PlaceThe first meeting of the M Club
ment Office, 12 Fernald Hall.
has been called for next Wednesday
night, October 23, 7 p.m. in the Trophy
And there was the little moron who
The first meeting of the International Room of Memorial Gymnasium. Presiheld a blotter to his ear so he could Relations Club will be held October dent Al
Burgess will preside, and foothear the "Ink Spots."
23, at 8 p.m. in the South Estabrooke bali movies will be shown after a business meeting.
Among fall plans to be discussed is
a proposed dance for homecoming
People say
week end. Senior Skulls are asked to
"You can find it at
attend the meeting.
The M Club is made up of all vart'ARWS HARIOWARE & VARIETY
sity letter winners. Inactive during
31-37 Mill Street, Orono."
war years, the group was reformed last
spring, and now forms an imoprtant
part in campus affairs.

Modern Dance

Off-Campus Picnic

Square Dance

Time for Settling
Down

Radio Guild

Newman Club

Placement Bureau Wants
Sitters To Sign For Work

Time you sent
home a letter

Time you took
advantage of our
collegiate
stationery

Club

'PC

1
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•
UNFINISHED BOOKCASES
• Convenient for small rooms

It was Henry Allen's little girl that
yelled "Mama" at the rally last Friday
night.

• Sturdy and well built
• Easy to finish

132 Main St.

18" bookcase

$4.95

24" bookcase

5.95

30" bookcase

6.95

36" bookcase

7.95
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Lambert Issues Call
For Prism Sittings
To Start Friday
A rush call for thirty juniors and
seniors to have their 1948 Prism pictures taken this Friday and Saturday
has been issued by Editor Bryce Lambert.
Juniors who feel able to do so should
get in touch with Ruth Fogler, South
Estabrook, or Douglas Johnson, North
Dorms, Building 6; seniors see Margaret Watson, South Estabrooke, or
Will Pierce in North Dorms, Building
16.
Women must wear a white blouse,
and men will wear a suit coat and tie.
Pictures submitted from other photographs must have a light background
or they will be refused.

Fire Warden Plan
Is Started Here
A letter from the Dean of Men, E. E.
Wieman, stressing the hazards of campus fires, has been written to all fraternity presidents, dormitory proctors,
and fire wardens. The possibility of
accidental fires starting at the University has been considerably increased
this year by the necessary use of some
non fireproof housing units and the
overcrowded conditions currently prevailing.
The letter was written primarily to
solicit the full cooperation of all concerned to aid in reducing the possibility of a major fire. The initial step
in the "No Fires" program will be the
selection of properly qualified individuals to act as fire wardens. They will
be fully informed with respect to safety measures. Each fraternity and
dormitory section will have an appointed warden. The housing units for married students, South Apartments, the
cabins and trailers, Spearin Apartments, and the Poultry House Apartments will also participate in the proposed plan.
A meeting of all wardens, their alternates, and proctors was held last
Wednesday evening. Prof. Sparrow,
member of the University Fire Department in charge of special training, explained and demonstrated the proper
procedures to be taken in case of fire.
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Fraternities Begin To Function

Dr. Edward Brush
Made Acting Dean
This column is for the use of the and got the rushing program underway. and ten others living about the campus.
fraternities in publicizing their activiThe following officers were elected Of Graduate School
ties. Each fraternity should take upon Frederick S. Jones was elected presi-

dent of the house for the coming year. to office for the fall semester at the
Dr. Edward N. Brush, professor of
Other officers are Les Brewer, treas- first meeting: president, Carl Kilpatpsychology, was recently appointed
urer; John Steves, secretary; Geo. rick; vice president, Robert Hoover;
Acting Dean of Graduate Study to reSmith, rushing chairman; Frank secretary, John Wilbur.
place Dr. Roy M. Peterson, professor
Haines, steward; Dave Richards, reKappa Sigma
of Romance Languages, who is on
corder. "Whispering Dave" Thomas
With the opening of school Kappa leave of absence because of ill health.
Phi Kappa Sigma
has taken over his old position as house
janitor.
Sigma
finds itself with nearly all of its
A member of the University faculty
With 23 former members and pledges
returning to live in the chapter house
members of old once again back on the since 1928, Dr. Brush was graduated
Theta Chi
and nearly a score more living outside,
campus. There are at present 24 mem- from the University of Vermont in
Phi Kappa Sigma has reactivated its
On Monday evening, Theta Chi held bers, 3 pledges, and 13 boarders living 1925, received his A.M. and Ph.D.
degrees in 1926 and 1932 from HarAlpha Delta chapter at Maine. Ben its first house meeting since the war.
in the house. Twenty-five members vard. During the war, he was on
Hodges has resumed the office of presi- Cliff Keirstead was elected president.
dent that he vacated in 1943, with Nor- Other officers elected were: Andy have either taken up family duties in leave of absence for military service.
man Putnam as treasurer, and Don Britt, vice president; Harry Davis, the South Apartments, living at home, Dr. Peterson came here in 1918 as
Mead as secretary.
professor of Spanish and Italian, and
secretary; and Charlie Crocker, treas- or acting as proctors.
The new house officers elected for was later appointed Head of the Deurer.
Mrs. Albert Bonenfant has returned
for her fifth year as house mother, With the formal business out of the the coming semester are: William Cul- partment of Romance Languages.
while Merle P. (Doc) Weymouth is way, house improvements were sug- len as president, Richard Burrill as From 1930 to 1945, he served as dipresiding over the kitchen for his 18th gested and were passed upon. Such vice president, Melvin Libby as treas- rector of the Summer Session and in
year.
things as new furniture, papering, urer, Edward Sims as secretary, and 1938 he was appointed Dean of Graduate Study.
The interior of the house has been painting, and general repairs were ar- Link Fish as house manager.
painted and papered, and the fraternity ranged for. The most necessary thing
has added new furniture, a rug, and for any house, namely a house mother,
drapes in the guest and house mother's was discussed and interviews are to be
rooms. The rear wing and north side held within the next few days with
of the house have been insulated with several applicants.
rock wool, and the entire exterior is
being repainted, this time white.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
itself the responsibility of seeing that
its copy is in the Campus office before
/1007t On Monday. We will not publish
long articles, unless they are of sufficent news value, and we do reserve
the right to edit all material.

1111TERIITIES

The Maine Alpha Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon at the University of
Maine was officially re-activated Monday, October 7, 1946. The last meeting
that had been held in the house was on
May 17, 1943. Though the SAE House
was in constant use by the University
during the war, there were enough
SAE men living on campus to hold
meetings until March of 1944.
Mrs. MacCollum, who has been the
SAE House Mother since 1924, is back
in the house. There are twenty-seven
active members living in the house,

Delta Tau Delta

With 22 members reporting back
from military service, Gamma Nu
Chapter of Delta Tau Delta held house
elections the first week of school, and
the slate of officers chosen to lead the
house this coming year are as follows:
President, Richard C. Bloom; vice
president, Clement Vose; corresponding secretary, Peter J. Wedge; recording secretary, Charles Xfarkee; and
treasurer, Stanley Murray.
Plans are underway for a social season during the school year with Harry
Honeyman as chairman of the social
committee.
8
Beta Theta Pi
Beta Theta Pi held its first house
meeting Monday, Oct. 7, elected officers

BRING YOUR RECORD
COLLECTION UP TO DATE!
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

DORM OFFICERS

PRISM

(Continued from Page One)
ham, social chairman; and Polly Rawilnson, head fire warden.
At The Elms, vice president is Joan
Wentworth; Doris Stanley, secretary;
Fredericka Amborn, treasurer; Julia
Shores and Muriel Applebee, social
chairmen.
Arriving too late to go in the opening paragraph was the news of the
Colvin officers. Phyllis Jordan is president; Barbara Vaughn, vice president;
Valerie Estey, secretary; Jackie Howell, treasurer; Barbara McNair and
Valerie Warren, social chairmen.

SINGERS
(Continued from Page One)
unit similar to that of pre-war days.
Arrangements are being made to accept many bids for off-campus concerts, one to be given in Bangor, another in Dover-Foxcroft Mr. Selwood has obtained special permission
from the owners to present the musical
score from Carousel by Rogers and
Hammestein. The annual Christmas
Vespers will be held on December 15.

(Continued from Page One)

Bill Kenyon's Jayvees
Create Football News

BY MURPH LINEHAN
With an enthusiastic spirit that is
characteristic of Coach Bill Kenyon's
teams, the University of Maine Junior
Varsity has loomed as a power on the
prep school football horizon.
Assisting Coach Kenyon in handling
the squad is the former Maine great,
Windy Work. Windy might have
played varsity this fall had it not been
for war injuries which still bother him.
Early Campaign
However, his experience passed along
In a few weeks, probably during the to present grid aspirants is just as
first of November, a campaign will be valuable.
started to sell copies of the 1948 "Smilin" Sam Sezak has not been
PRISM to Maine's students at Orono idle in the Maine football picture
and at Brunswick. Because of the either; under his capable direction, the
sharp increase in costs of nearly every 'B' division of the jayvees has been
item used in making up the PRISM, prepping for the 25th of this month
it has been decided to charge $6.50 when they'll lock horns with Bill Kenper copy this year. This increase in yon's outfit. That'll be a game really
price of $1.50 per copy over previous worth seeing ... the kickoff is slated
years does not fully take care of the for 3 p.m.
increase of 25 to 40% on materials, Next Saturday afternoon, the 'A'
but with advance notice on the num- squad will tangle with Higgins Classiber to be ordered, we can make better cal Institute on Alumni Field, so how
arrangements with our engravers and about going out to the ball park and
cover manufacturers.
giving those Bears plenty of support.
For the first time in many years, a
colored double page will be used in
the book. A large section will be devoted to athletics this year as was in
pre-war issues, and other sections will
be enlarged. Informal shots will make
up a large part of the book, and a section will be used for the mayor's campaign shots. The Brunswick Campus
will also be represented.

WAA Health Drive JV's Battle Coburn
Starts Next Week For Scoreless Tie
Launching an intensive Health
Training program, the Women's Athletic Association this week urged all
women students to join in the drive
for 100 per cent participation.
All information can be procured
from the leaders who are: Mary Grace
Tibbets, South Estabrooke; Connie
Thomas, North Estabrooke; Betty
Small, Balentine; Norma Drummond,
Colvin; Emma Armstrong, Elms; Louise Littlefield and Betty Fiedler, East
Hall; Jean Dennison and June Smith,
West Hall; Mary McHoon, Off-Campus Freshmen.

With most of the action centering
around the middle of field, a determined Maine J.V. team held strong
Coburn Classical to a scoreless tie on
Saturday morning.
Maine's furthest penetration into
enemy territory came as the result of
Gibbons' recovery of a dropped punt
near midfield at the end of the third
period.
The game's standouts were Malloy's
punting, the play of both lines, the hard
running of Nick Scianna, right halfback for Coburn, and the all around
play of Biff Shalek.

DR. HAMBRO

At the Coburn game last week, Mayor
John B. Goff yelled himself hoarse
(Continued from Page One)
leading cheers; let's drown him out Byrnes as champion for the rights of
this week!!
the smaller nations which are striving
to have all international conferences
and assemblies meet openly and discuss
their agenda for the mutual benefit of
Names of tennis tournament players all members. Byrnes insisted that the
have been drawn and are posted in the entire conference be conducted pubWomen's gym. Each player is urged licly.
to contact her opponent and to get To the old school statesmen who
games underway as soon as possible. questioned the lack of courtesies at the
Paris Conference, the Norwegian
United Nations delegate answered that
very little, if any, damage had been
caused by the creation of the new con1 GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
ference procedure. In regard to this
Visit the
type of diplomacy, Dr. Hambro rePenobscot Indian Trading Post marked,"Out of these free talks a new
Old Town, Maine
democracy will emerge. To hear these
peoples is to understand them."

Women's Tennis Tourney

DON'T MISS

COMING SOON
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Take It If You Can Get It Program
CASH PRIZES
EASY QUESTIONS

•

FURNITURE SUGGESTIONS
For Light Housekeeping

Q. How long is a second?
A. Sometimes it's 32/3 YEARS
One second is not always one-sixtieth of a minute—not in telephone mathematics. Suppose, for example, you find a new method
that clips just one second from the time it takes to process a toll
ticket. Then apply that saving throughout the Bell System where
some 115,000,000 toll tickets are handled a month. The time saved
every thirty days equals 32/3 years!
Important? From seemingly minor changes or savings frequently
come the major improvements which mean better working conditions
for telephone men and women and better telephone service for
everyone.
In this industry, even long established methods of operation are
never considered beyond improvement. For men with ideas and
ability, that viewpoint is a stimulating challenge.

THERE'S OPPORTUNITY AND ADVENTURE IN TELEPHONY

BELL

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

SOFA BEDS (including Simmons, Sealy,
and other known makes)

69.50 up

CHAIRS (maple and uph., arm)

29.50 up

MAPLE CRICKET CHAIRS

7.95 up

MAPLE CHAIRS AND ROCKERS

5.50 up

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

9.95 up

SMOKING STANDS

1.59 up

PLATE GLASS MIRRORS

1.79 up

NOVELTY TABLES

2.59 up

METAL KITCHEN STOOL

3.78 up

CARD TABLES

3.59 up

PICTURES

1.59 up

SPECIAL
3-WAY METAL FLOOR LAMP
with silk shade
$13.95

At Old Town's Largest Furniture Store

Goldsmith Furniture Co.
•
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!World Series Seen
By Staff Reporter

Maine Will Meet Bates
For First Harrier Test

BY BILL BRENNAN
Fenway Park, Boston, Mass., Oct.
This Saturday the University of Maine's thrice-defeated foot- 10—(Delayed)—Was there a party at
The University of Maine harriers journey to Lewiston for their
ballers will journey to Storrs, Conn., where they will play a strong the home of Joe Cronin, manager of
first
meet of the season, meeting a strong Bates squad on the Bobcats'
University of Connecticut eleven. Conn. has been defeated twice the Boston Red Sox, Wednesday night,
home
course.
this season; once by Harvard in a 7-0 thriller, and once by Wesleyan or were the Sox just losing their tech• Only one veteran of last year's squad
in a 7-2 upset.
nique, or had they ever actually had
'reported back to coach Jenkins this
Connecticut boasts a potential pow-,
one? Those were the questions cirfall. He is Ron Everett of Presque
erhouse with such gridsters as the
culating through the jammed and
Isle. Three members of last year's
Dropo brothers, Milt and Walt, the
crammed home of the Sox immediately
21 harrier squad who were expected back
former having been all New England
after the St. Louis Cards whammed
the University when school reopened
in pre-war days. Both of the Dropos
27-0 their way to a 12-3 win, tying up the 1 he interclass hockey tournament to
were
inducted into the armed services.
are linemen. Walt Trojanowski, the
series again.
begins Oct. 21, it was announced to- This
group included Aaron Nelson,
BY JOE WEDGE
highest scoring back in the east last
As always, when a Boston organiza- day by the Women's Physical Educaof
Gorham,
John Barnard, of GardiA
smooth-wor
king New Hampshire tion gains nationwide
season, is again on the Huskies' squad
fame, the citi- tion Dept.
ner,
and
Roland
Murdock, of Wales.
eleven
swept
through
the
University
after having been dropped for a few
zens of beantown were out behind their
All girls are requested to sign up
days by coach Christian for not hav- of Maine football team last Saturday "beloved Red Sox" in a body. Signs in their dorms for free time when they Coach Chester Jenkins has no illuing showed up for the Springfield for four touchdowns to earn an easy were everywhere proclaiming that the can play. Instruction for beginners sions as to this year being a highly
successful one. More than planning
game October 5. Conn. won the game 27-0 victory.
Sox were American League champs will be at 2:45 daily and for advanced
for
the meets this year Coach Jenkins
after
Just
the
kickoff,
opening
Rabfrom Springfield without Trojanowski.
and also proclaiming, of course, that players, scrimmages plus instruction at
A back named Starkel was very prom- bit Dombkowski brought the Maine such and such a beer was better, or 3:45. In order to play in the tourna- plans to build a nucleus for the future.
"I really don't expect too much this
fans to their feet when he skirted that the best
inent in the victory.
used cars were available ment each girl must have participated
year," Jenkins said. "We have a lot
through
tackle
into
the
secondary
for
The Nutmeggers will have a line
someplace or other. Three balloons, in four practices. Her attendance
of
war veterans back that are having
13
yards.
This
cheering
was
shortaveraging close to 200 pounds and will
inflated with helium we suspect, float- must have been recorded by the mana difficult time rounding into shape.
be two deep in most positions. There lived, however, when Martin Hagopian ed quietly over the ball park and from agers.
There's something about the service
are several lettermen who have re- was tackled hard and fumbled on the one hung two large red socks.
Transfer students are invited to atthat
takes the edge off track men."
very
next
play.
Hampshire
New
took
turned from last year's once-beaten
Al Schact, clown prince of baseball, tend the 3:30 daily practices in order
squad. The backs are not particularly over and struck on their first running was on hand, as he is at all outstanding to become acquainted with class lead- As the Campus went to press Coach
fast, but are hard-hitters and veritable play of the game. Carmen Ragonese, baseball occasions, and he was perfect. ers and to work with her team squad. Jenlcins had not yet announced what
men he would take to Lewiston with
pile-drivers. An example of the Conn. a 185-pound halfback and one of the Strolling onto the field while the Sox
him
Saturday. Earlier in the season,
hardest
runners
that
this
writer
has
lineplay is the fact that in last Saturwere having infield practice, he walked though, he had indicated that Frank
day's contest with Wesleyan Milt and seen all season, swept through the
Walt Dropo teamed up to tackle an Maine line and behind perfect block- quarterback, calmly stepped back on down the third base line, took up a po- Danforth, Thornton Johnson. Sam
opposing punter in the end zone, there- ing raced 45 yards for a touchdown. Maine's 15-yard line and rifled a pass sition next to Pinky Higgins, and be- Silsby, Cliff Winters, Ea) Hanson,
by scoring both of the Uconn's two The Maine offense brightened up as into the waiting arms of Dale O'Con- gan following Pinky's motions even to and Lloyd Blether' were the best prosthe first period came to a close. Domb- nell for the secor.,1 Wildcat score. The the bat of an eyelash. When Pinky pects and in the best condition.
points.
There were also a few mea from
Connecticut will be trying hard to kowski again broke loose and raced half ended with New Hampshire 12, threw the ball, Al threw one; when
1941's
squad ,.‘110 reported late for
way
all
Hampshire's
to
the
New
31
Maine
0.
Pinky fixed his cap Al fixed his.
snap into the win column and will be
After the intermission, New Hamp- It was interesting to notice the atti- practice but give indications of roundparticularly dangerous on their home yard marker. But, once again, the
gridiron. There are 6000 students at attack fizzled and New Hampshire shire struck again. With third down tude of the Boston fans as the game ing into form later. An:ong these are
Conn. and they'll be backing their team took over. After a steady march on Maine's 45-yard line, George Wil- progressed and the score became more John Stanley, Raymond Atwood, Henheartily. It will take some very good downfield with Bouchard, Ragonese, ley again uncorked his fluent right uneven. Would they admit that the ry Condon, Elmer Folsom, Lincoln
heads-up ball by the Maine football and Mather doing the ball carrying, arm to pitch a 15-yard pass to Joe Cards perhaps had a better organiza- Fish, Ken Vennett, and Arnold Davis.
Varsity Cross Country Schedule
George Willey, ace New Hampshire Baron, a reserve end, who scampered tion? Not at all. Their remarks all
team to stop Connecticut.
Oct.
19 Bates at Lewiston
untouched through the Maine secon- centered around luck, hinting that the
dary for the third Wildcat touchdown. Sox could easily defeat the Cards if Oct. 26 New Hampshire at Orono
Nov. 4 State Meet at Augusta
The fourth period was listless and, everything were even.
Nov.
9 New England Championship
unlike previous Pale Blue games, car- Boston was quiet after the game.
at Boston
ried no excitement whatsoever. New Many were the faces that were
Hampshire scored with ease after six streaked with tears as the fourth game Nov. 16 ICAAAA Meet at New
York
minutes had ticked off when they shot ended and the Sox were no closer to
By Fred W. McDonald
Soc Bobotas, a reserve back for World Champions than they were at
The Pale Blue will have one of the toughest assignments of the year in Ragonese, around Maine's left side for the start of the series. But the Boston we
predict comes Tuesday when the
trying to stop the University of Connecticut in their game to be played at a 23-yard run behind perfect inter- fan is persistent and will be yelling for Cards are
declared champion baseball
Storrs Saturday. The Nutmeggers are strong again this year as was demon- ference.
his beloved Sox to the very end which team of the world.
strated when they held powerful Harvard to a one touchdown win.
Maine will be minus the services of big George Marsanskis ‘sho has
been plaing such a bang-up game at tackle for the Bears. It is still
a quest
as to whether or not George will be ready for the Bates game
a week from this Sat. Cianchette or Halsey who both looked good last
week will probably fill in at the tackle berth.
As proof that winter is coming, a look at our sports calendar shows us
that the football season is nearly half over. Only three games remain on the
Varsity schedule after Saturday. Regardless of what a Maine college team
does in its first half season, those remaining three state series tilts can make
the year a success or failure from a football viewpoint.
Maine and Bowdoin have yet to hit the win column while Colby has
dropped two out of three. Last Saturday Bates won their third consecutive game and barring an upset should go into the series undefeated and
lophea‘y favorites to emerge as champs. Every one of the other three
clubs in the state will be j • ting for their game with the Bobcats uith
every fan in the state naming the men fr
Lewiston as the team to beat.
This could prove to be a very unhappy situation for Ducky Pond and his
gridders. Meeting three rivals on successive week ends with each one "up"
for their game with the favorite, could prove too much a hurdle for Bates.
At any rate, the state series has been known to inspire many a team to come
from the brink of defeat and turn the tables on the favorite. Maybe it could
happen again.
In last week's game with New Hampshire, the Maine line st I out
even in defeat. The defensive play of Jack Zollo was superb. Time after
time he crashed into the NIIU backfield to nail the runner behind the
line of scrimmage. Several times, however, it was impossible to give
credit for tackles to any one Maine lineman. The whole line was in on
the play. George Marsanskis, until he was injured, played a stellar game
in the line. It would he impossible to list each individual and the many
brilliant plays performed by each member of the Maine line.
In the backfield, "Rabbit" Dombkowski averaged 8.3 yards in twelve
cracks at the Wildcat line which is no mean average. On the opening kickoff
—From Photo by Newhall
of the game, Martin Hagopian who averaged 5.3 yards per try from scrimmage, received the ball on the Maine 4, twisted away from a host of tacklers,
At the two home games the Univer- no compensation forthcoming, with the question has spread around
campus as
and streaked up the sidelines. The last man between Hagopian and a touch- sity of Maine has played there have exception of knowing that
they have to how a girl can be a cheerleader.
down clutched at him and barely grabbed his jersey, slowing him down so that been six
girls, attired
in identical done their part in keeping the Maine The Women's Athletic department
the tackle could be made on around the Maine 30.
clothing,
leading
cheers in front of the Spirit at a high level, these girls have hopes to be able to hold try-outs for
Those of you who saw the JV-Cohurn game will agree that one of
girls interested, sometime in the near
the main factors preventing Coburn from rolling up a couple of touch- Maine grandstand, and working their labored hard, led cheers until their future. Those who want
an opportunity
downs was the terrific punting done by Malloy of Bill Kenyon's JV "A" hearts out in an attempt to show the voices were hoarse.
to try for the positions should check
squad. Whenever the situation called for a kick, Malloy was rushed into boys on the playing field that their
Although the work is hard, at times, with the athletic department early
next
efforts are being appreciated. With and the reward only a mental one, week.
the lineup and performed his task brilliantly.
—Noa M A DRUMMOND
BY LEN PLA1IN

Smooth 1\11-4 Team
Trims Maine

Hockey Tournament
Begins On Oct.

BEAR FACTS ...

Cheering Beauties And The Mayor

69.50 up

29.50 up
7.95 up
5.50

Bears To Meet U-Conns
At Storrs This Saturday

Page Fie
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9.95 up
1.59 up
1.79 up
2.59 up
3.78 tip
3.59 up
1.59 up
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University Society
By It

Infirmary Facility
Enters North
Early Next Week

Peephole To Politics

The

Andre.., and Jo Look and Mrs. Harold Woodbury; 30
Having lived in Maine most of my American people, not any.
Housepartic,
life and never having read anything
Or does it?
couples.
Last Saturday night thirteen frater- Phi Mu Delta—Mrs. George Yale,
but
the
Bangor
Daily
News,
Or does it prove that you can come
I
have
A new Men's Infirmary will be
nities climaxed their first week of housemother; Mr. and Mrs. Whittier;
finally accepted their hypothesis, name- to almost any conclusion if you choose
post-war rushing by giving "vic par- Dr. and Mrs. Martin; Ken Clausen, opened early next week in North Hall, ly that the country is in a horrible your facts carefully? That there's
which for a number of years has served (Democratic-engineered) mess.
ties" for rushees and their dates.
nothing easier to substantiate than a
,social chairman; 35 couples. Phi
The chaperons for the parties, the Gamma Delta—Mrs. Robert Houston, as a University dormitory. Although
This week, let's take Truman. previous judgment.
social chairmen, and the approximate housemother; Mr. and Mrs. Ted Cur- the work is not entirely completed, it Everybody else seems to be.
Naturally, nothing I say is to be
number of couples attending each house tis; Joseph O'Neil, social chairmon; 35 will be far enough along to permit use
An extremely popular national fig- construed as challenging the accepted
are as follows:
couples. Sigma Chi—Mr. and Mrs. of the building as an infirmary next ure he is, or so it would seem. Hardly belief as to the total inadequacy of
Alpha Tau Omega—Mrs. Ruth Raymond Atherton; Mr. and Mrs. week.
a man that fails to refer to him affec- Truman. All I want to do is to briefly
Whitney, housemother; Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers; Bill Lamprell, social chairThe new infirmary includes three tionately as Harry—"our Harry," that review his record.
Samuel Sezak ; Ralph Gould, social man; 65 couples. Sigma Nu—Mr.and wards, three private or semi-private is. Columnists, correspondents, editors, The number one failure of the Truchairman; 50 couples. Beta Theta Pi Mrs. Ben Kent; Mr. and Mrs. Starr; rooms, an isolation ward, a kitchen, all are charmed, delighted even, with man administration has been his at—Major and Mrs. Richard Healy; Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Theron Sparrow; 30 and quarters for nurses. The infirmary his goodfellowship, his homely, bed- tempts to steer the nation through the
and Mrs. George Nystrom; 46 couples. couples. Sigma Alpha Epsilon—Mrs. will operate under the direction of Dr. rock Americanism, his unpretentious reconversion maelstrom. One finds it
Delta Tau Delta—Mrs. Dow, house- McCollum, housemother; Dr. and Mrs. Robert C. Cornell, University Physi- manners. A real neighborly, everyday rather hard to understand how any
mother; Colonel and Mrs. Fuller; Joe Schofield; 35 couples.
cian, with Miss Julia Crawford as citizen. The kind of a guy any lodge sane-minded, mature, experienced man
Wedge, social chairman; 30 couples.
Community sings and refreshments Head Nurse. Other nurses are Mrs. would be proud to have as a member. could have failed to return our econLambda Chi Alpha—Mrs. McDon- highlighted the evening at most of the Ella D. Merrow and Mrs. Ruth V. But as a president? No. Oh, no! omy to normalcy by now.
ough; Mr. and Mrs. George Lord; houses.
Cating.
He tries hard, you understand, but he And look at the cooperation he has
Charles Brown, social chairman; 35
The medical fee paid by students just isn't big enough for the job.
Engagements
received from every side. Even the
couples. Kappa Sigma—Mrs. Hamilentitles them to certain medical ser- Which is just what everybody but opposition party has strained every
Several engagements which should
ton, housemother; Mr. and Mrs:-Elvices, including care in the infirmary, Bob Hannegan has always said, ever muscle to make Harry's path less
li.ott ;'DiCk Ross, social chairman; 50 be added to last week's list include whenever such services are required.
since Sydney cleared it. Which just thorny. Didn't they clear the way to
those of Nancy Moses to Floyd Beechcouples.
Students are urged to report all ill- goes to prove that no one can fool the full production by ripping off most of
er, Joan Ambrose to Phillip Shaw,
Theta Chi—Mr. and Mrs. Robert
nesses, without delay, at the clinic on
those stifling price controls? And
Betty Ambrose to Robert Chaplin, and
Smyth; Mr. and Mrs. Irving Devoei,
the
second
floor
of
Fernald
Hall
above
didn't they advocate measures which
Mary Bachelder to Alton Sprowl.
Mrs. Payne; Bill Hill, social chair,
the University Bookstore. Early atwould have protected the reconversion
man; 35 couples. Phi Eta Kappa—
tention will usually prevent the develeffort from the malpractices of those
Mrs. Griffin, housemother; Mr. and
The German Club is planning to opment of a serious illness.
dastardly, Communist directed labor
Mrs. William Sezak; Bob Preti, so- have a picnic this Sunday at Lamoine. Contrary to an announcement made
organizations?
cial chairman; 70 couples; Phi Kappa Barbara Crowell is in charge of the in an earlier edition of the Campus, it
A club composed of women who How much more support has he reSigma—Mrs. Bonenfant, housemother; affair. Members planning to go will is not the function of the University
formerly served in the armed forces ceived from his own party! Has TruMr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace; Mr. meet at Balentine at 10:00 a.m.
Health Service to give medical service and are now connected with the Uni- man ever lacked the backing of his old
to University employees or members versity will get underway next friends in Congress, or of his fellow
of the faculty except in emergencies Wednesday, October 23, at a meeting Democrats in administrative posts?
when other doctors are not available. in Room C, North Estabrooke, 7:30 Certainly not! Well, only when it was
The Compliments
The Health Service is provided by
for his own good. After all when the
student fees, and is for the benefit of
new boss is learning the ropes the
of the
Wives of student-exservicemen, facthe students.
proper thing for the wise old hands to
ulty members who have served in the
PARAMOUNT
do is to steer him right even against
Have you heard about the unborn women's branches of the service, and his own will. What possible good
22-26 P. 0. Sq.
Bangor, Me.
undergraduates with the same qualifimoron? Just a little inside dope!
could such ill-considered, noxious
cations are invited to attend.
measures as were found say in TruDr. Inez J. Miller, member of the man's full employment
program have
English Department and former en- done the progress of reconversion, anysign in the WAVES, will speak to the way.
TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
group. Arrangements for the meeting
To come to the point quickly, it can
have been made by senior Marjorie
readily be seen that Truman's domestic
Photographer
Seely.
policies have been given every chance—
except of course for the vicious, unBring in your roll film for
I patriotic activities of organized labor.
quality enlarging, printing,
I
FOR NOVELTIES AND
Yet Truman, blessed with every advanand developing.
SOUVENIRS
tage, has failed. All we have asked
him to do is to solve a few minor prob48 hour service.
Visit the
lems left in the wake of the war. Just
Penobscot Indian Trading Post to mop up a little unfinished business
Bank Building
Orono 8171
5TRP
I N D
BANG011
Old Town, Maine
of the great Roosevelt.
ORONO
—RIP HASKELL
Thurs., Fri.. and Sat.
Oct. 17-18-19
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 16-17
W. Somerset Nfaugham's
Double Feature
"OF HUMAN BONDAGE"
OUR SPECIALTY—EXQUISITE DIAMONDS
"STRIKE ME PINK"
Eleanor Parker, Paul Henreid,
Eddie Cantor, Brian Donlevy
and Alexis Smith
Sally Eilers
BOYD and NOVESS Jewelers
Anywhere, arty time
"HURRICANE"
For a Full Week
25 Hammond St.
Bangor, Me.
Orono
73
N. Main St.
Oct. 20-26
Hall,
Jon
Lamour,
Dorothy
Mary Astor
Dial Orono 621
Starts Sunday
Vivien Leigh and Claude Rain,
6:30-8 :01
in Bernard Shaw's
Fri. and Sat., Oct. 18-19
"CAESAR AND
CLEOPATRA"
"HAVING THE TIME OF
in Technicolor
THEIR LIVES"
MernIror Fed•ral Rasatrvia Bank
with Abbott and Costello
FIBRE WARDROBES
Also Three Shorts
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8 :19

New Women's Club
Formed On Campus

•

•

Ted Newhall

BANGOR and ORONO
M c2.c P Theatres

0 OPERA HOUSE

•

Lyon's Taxi

•
•

BIJOU
•ANGon
Wed.. 'Thurs., and Fri.
Oct. 16-17-18
"THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN
BLUE"
in Technicolor
starring June Haver, George
Montgomery, Vivian Blaine,
Celeste Holm, Vera-Ellen and
Frank Latimore
Sat., Sun., Mon., and Tues.
Oct. 19-20-21-22
"CRACK UP"
Pat O'Brien and Claire Trevor
Herbert Marshall
Story of a man who couldn't
forget a kiss or remember a
killing

•

Sun. and Mon., Oct. 20-21
"BIG SLEEP"
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Bacall, John Ridgley
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:24

• Plenty of room for clothes

Tuesday, Oct. 22
"WUTHERING HEIGHTS"
Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier,
David Nivens
Also Shorts-6:30-8:23

• Easy to assemble

• Come in two sizes
• Made in one piece

stitution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

• Wood frame for durability

Wed. and Thurs.. Oct. 23-24
Double Feature
"SONG OF ARIZONA"
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans,
Gabby Hayes
"PERSONALITY KID"
Anita Louise, Michael Duane,
Ted Donaldson
6:30-8:40

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35# to 5 o'clock

Young men and women will
always find this banking in-

Size 23 x 60 x 21

$1.97;

30 x 64 x 22

8.95

The
Merrill
Trust Company

Goldsmith Furniture Co.
Old Town, Me.

With twialwri officio. In
Einitarri Main*

8811
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A Cow With A Window
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second floor front and third floor, MCA Building. Tel. Extenalon 51. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for
national advertising by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New York
17, N. Y.

"I never saw a purple cow," the old saying goes,
but the University of Maine can boast today of
what would appear to be an even greater miracle—
a cow with a window in it! If anyone should happen to stray out by the University barns some one
of these days he could see this strange species of
animal for himself. For those whose time is completely taken up with studies, however, Dr. Alfred
0. Shaw, head of the Department of Animal Industry, has volunteered information concerning
this miraculous cow and the reasons why it has
a window in it.
Very briefly, it's a case of a cow and bug partnership. Sound strange? Well, let Dr. Shaw explain.
"The digestive tracts of ruminating animals such
as sheep and cattle are unique. The first and second stomachs of the cow are really not separate
compartments at all, but make up a fermentation
vat which holds about 300 pounds in the case of
a 1200 pound cow. The bugs (microorganisms)
in this fermentation help the cows out in many respects. The importance of these bugs can best be
appreciated when one realizes that at least half
of the dry matter of pasture grass or hay cannot
be digested without the help of these friendly bugs.
"When a cow eats her fill of hay and grain, the
bugs in the rumen jump on it and in a short time
have it digested. In return, the cow furnishes them
a nice warm bed, provided they stay at home. After
a healthy meal, many of these bugs, like people, feel
that the grass is greener on the other side of the
fence and swim down through the Omasum (third
stomach) to the Abomasum, or true stomach.
This is a sad mistake for the bugs, for here "Old
Clara- dumps some HCI and pepsin on them and
they are readily digested.
"These bugs also team up and make a vitamin
factory for the cow. This is really a big help
because she does not have to spend the extra time
to go to the drugstore and buy her supply of thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, pantothenis acid, brotin,
and vitamin K. She is almost entirely dependent
upon the bugs to keep her supplied with those
essential vitamins, but somehow the bugs get mixed
up in the three stomachs and suddenly find they are
digested instead.
"Hoping to find out why these bugs dislike timothy, Drs. Witter, Shaw, and Plummer of the
Agricultural Experiment Station have put a window in a Hereford steer in order to feed them
and later take it away and find out how much
vitamin the bugs have made. They hope to find
out what feed you should mix with timothy to
make the bugs jump on it and produce a plentiful
supply of vitamins."
Dr. Shaw's explanation seems to bring a very
puzzling question to mind. Are we feeding the
cow or the bug?
-JEAN CAMPBELL

Play: The Mad 1-lelloer'
Scene: \\Talking from Stevens to the Bookstore.
Characters: Freshman Franklin and collegemates.
Frank (To upperclassmen, bent with studies):
Hello!
Upperclassmen (Vague look of an enigma):...
Frank (To upperclass woman): Hello!
Woman (Eyes raise over Franklin's head):...
Frank (To classmate, desperately): Hi!
Frosh: Hi!
Frank: Hi!
Frosh : Hi!
Upperclassman (Approaching with upperclass
woman): These dumb frosh need stricter
rules!

Riverbank Development
More students are owning and driving automobiles to and from campus. Parking facilities are
at present strained. In another year, when automobile prices are reduced, even more students will
operate automobiles.
We could expand way up into the woods, but
few students want to park their cars so far away
from the campus center.
We could, and probably will, expand into the
field behind Stevens Hall, but this invites hoardes
of automobiles morning, noon, and night to crowd
our campus roadways.
Why not develop the riverbank area west of
Route 2, creating a park along the shore and a
parking area within easy distance of the main road.
This would eliminate through-campus traffic to
some extent, and would develop the latent beauty
of the riverbank.

We See Spirit In It
Some people have been overheard grumbling
about the series of football losses chalked up to the
Maine team. These grumblers have not gone far
enough in their thinking, have forgotten the main
purpose from an educational point of view of college football.
Sportsmanship is a quality of character which
must be developed and trained. It is not inherent
in any man. Good sportsmanship has been displayed by the Maine team, the cheerleaders, and
the cheering section in the stands. If a University,
facing a series of losses, can maintain the high
standards of spirit and sportsmanship obviously
existing here, the great fundamental task of the
educators is in this respect successful.
We do not mean to apologize for the losses. A
winning team is an important asset to any University. But a team is only eleven men, and a benchload. Our University is more than three thousand. And three thousand people learning and
demonstrating clean spirit and good sportsmanship is, it seems to us, a more encouraging condition than a tabulaiton of three games won.
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Correspondence

Want Poll On Stu-U, Better Faculty
Cheering, A Date, A Politica! Club
Dear Editor:
I I had the misfortune to sit near some
I was very pleased with your editor- of the faculty during the New Hampial concerning the site of the proposed shire game, and did I feel dumb
Student Union building. I feel that when I stood up and gave a big yell for
it would be a crime to spoil the view dear old Maine. The instructors that
that now exists along the main road I sat near didn't even have a glint
between the Beta house and the cen- of hope in their eyes and gave no
tral bus stop. Why couldn't the Stu- indication that they wanted Maine to
dent Union committee take a poll of win. Is that what happens when a
person gets too much education?
undergraduate opinion on campus?
Dear Editor:
What's the matter with women here
at the University of Maine? I've
been going here for almost two weeks
now and all I've gotten is an icy stare.
Not what a guy wants, now is it?
Have I six eyes or four legs or someDear Editor:
Why do the students have to do all thing equally obnoxious that makes it
(Continued on Page Eight)
the cheering at the football games?
Too had. The plans are set. The
Student Union will be placed between
Route 2 and Coburn Hall. ll'e believe
there are better places. But we're not
alumni yet.—Ed.

WHY RULES AT ALL?
At the start of the year, for at least blue hats, perched levelly on the tops
two years past, someone, eager and of their craniums, and plain suits,
restless for the good old days of the taking away from the colorful spectacle
bullet, wild frat parties, and humble of college life. Green bow ties were
freshmen brings up the subject of tucked neatly under clean shaven chins,
freshman rules and why not, if not. and the frosh were conspicuous if for
It has happened again, and I daresay no other reason than that they had no
:will continue to happen until the cigarettes stuck in the corners of their
hallowed halls on the spacious campus mouths.
of the University of Maine come forth
Will we, modern students living in a
with their final groan, shudder, and modern world, allow such medieval
then sink quietly into the depths of the goings on to go on on all sides of us?
earth, to be recalled with reverence by Rephrasing that sentence let's say:
the Class of 2041 as they zoom over How about that?
the burial ground on their weekly
Why, because a person got to colfield-trip to the moon.
lege just a year or two later than the
Will there be freshman rules in rest of us, should he, or she, be sub2041? Not much sense worrying about jected to such childish procedures?
that now. Put it off until your great Why should they be forced to go
grandchildren are in that class, and around, the object of ridicule? In
turn your thoughts to the question of other words why should they be made
freshman rules for 1946—especially if to act like damn fools, when they come
you're a freshman.
to college, on the main, with serious
Before global conflict rocked the intentions of buckling down to studies
earth for a second time, and before the and geting something worthwhile out
men and boys answered the blare of of school?
The arguments for freshman rules
the trumpets as they reached for their
guns, freshman rules were popular at seem to me to be rather vague. Those
our revered institute of higher know- attempting to put them into effect say
ledge. The freshman men wore sweet
(Continued on Page Eight)

Melody's Butts
Where there is smoke, there is a coed. That
cigaret dangling from those scarlet lips has undergone a great many operations before it reached its
present position. A form of weed known as tobacco which grows well in the Carolinas. Connecticut, and Turkey is the basic raw material. The
tobacco is harvested, cured, sent to the factory,
shredded, toasted, perfumed, mentholated, rolled in
tissue paper and packaged attractively.
The finished product is widely advertised by billboards, magazine and newspaper ads, radio programs, chanting tobacco auctioneers, and any other
forms of ballyhoo the press agents are able to dream
up. Finally, cigarets are peddled to the public at
a price which is more than three times the wholesale cost. However, this is no fault of the manufacturer for both the state and federal governments
have jumped aboard the bandwagon to affix all
manner of taxes to the unsuspecting cigaret.
The next time your girl throws a butt to the
gutter. snatch it up and save it for later measurement. If the butt is any more than three-quarters
of an inch in length, pick an argument with her
over the issue. Get rid of her.
Coeds lighting cigarets are often ridiculous figures. They will jam the fag in the center of their
mouths, grimace fiercely, almost shut their eyes,
and ignite the weed. Other coeds, imitating the
manner of lumberjacks and sailors, will dangle the
cigaret from one corner of their mouth, scratch
a kitchen match across the seat of their dungarees
or pop the match alight with their thumbnail, narrow their eyes against the smoke, and set fire to
the cigaret. Ah yes, smoking is a nasty, objectionable habit. But, say, kid, give me a drag on that
butt before you throw it away. —Mowry HIGGINS

rig' I iglk!
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RULES
(Continued from Page Seven)
that it will do the freshmen good, that
it will give them a broader viewpoint
on college life. But who wants a broad
viewpoint with a sore tail end?
Many of the students at the University went through either Army or Navy
pre-flight schools where the chicken
was terrible. The aim of the Army
and Navy was, just as was the aim of
OCS, to make better, stricter, more
disciplined officers. Anyone having any
association with either the Air Corps
or OCS probably realizes that the programs were failures.
Those that completed the programs
were either goof-offs of the first degree
or else complete rats. The percentage
was in favor of the goof-offs, thank
the Lord, so that life, at least in the
Air Corps, was not bad. But some of
the graduates were hated by all their
men and most of their associates. The
question that stands before us is: Do
we want our fellow students to be serious-minded up to a certain extent and

n be good Joes, or do we want a
bunch of people that either don't give
a hoot or else care too much?
Many will scoff at the idea that
freshman rules can cause general unhappiness, but freshman year is the
hardest time for a college student, the
time when his habits are formed. He
needs all the help available to get started right. Let's help. —BILL BRENNAN

CORRESPONDENCE
(Continued from Page Seven)
so hard for me to meet a sweet young
thing whom I would treat like a queen?
I think the women here at Maine have
too high an opinion of themselves, and
think they're too good for a country

boy like me. All they seem to want Meetings should be open to anyis those city slickers who have big cars. body, on a drop-in basis. Interest
Can you help me with my problem? should be the qualification for membership.
Dear Editor:
There is one "exclusive" club someThis University needs a new club, what like this on campus now, but it
in which the members could get to- is not open to the public. A need is
gether once a week and discuss pol- here; form a new political discussion
itics.
club.
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,
AND MARCH 3, 1933
Of The Maine Campus published weekly during the college year at Orono, Maine, for
Octber 1, 1946.
State of Maine
County of Penobscot I es.
Before me, a Justice of the Peace in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared James A. Gannett who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Faculty Adviser of the Malmo Campus and that the following
is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage.
ment, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, re.
wired by the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied
in section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
I. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Name et
Post Office address
Publisher, Student Body of the University of Maine
Orono, Maine
Editor. Alxander MacLeod Adams
Orono, Maine
Managing Editor
Business Manager. Dana Whitman
Orono, Maine
2. That the owner is: Students of the University of Maine
Orono, Maine
3. That the known bondholders, mortgages, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
There are none.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security bolder appears upon the books of the company as trustee
or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain statements embrac.
ing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a
bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person,
association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.
Irving Pierce, Faculty Adviser
(Signature of editor, publisher,
business manager, or owner)
Sworn and subscribed before me this 1st day of October, 1946.
Henry L. Doten,
(My commission expires Dec. 1, 1946)
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